
Hydraulic Brake Hose

BRAKE HOSE PRODUCT MANUFACTURING
NORFLEX has been devoted to brake hose manufacturing while focused on an 
on-going enhanced production process for over 30 years by way of incorporating 
cutting-edge technology and state-of-the-art materials for the purposes of manu-
facturing.
Our bake hose products have complied with both international quality standards 
and standard SAE J1401.
As the following picture shows, NORFLEX’s brake hose consists of an inner rubber 
tube (A) layers (B and C), 

800 Bars surpassing the required 500- Bar standard. The outer rubber layer (D) is 
designed to resist harmful ultraviolet rays from the Sun (Ozone Layer) which 
damage rubber material and achieves a low volumetric expansion resulting in no 
swell increment under over 100-Bar working conditions.

Our brake hose products are subjected to daily strict destructive tests and our 

passes the prior tests.

NORFLEX has decided to seek ISO 9001-2008
2005 on, a batch number is assigned to each brake hose for the purposes of 
tracing.

Following ISO 9001-2008, automatized high production equipment produces 
rubber blend. Suppliers subject each batch to various quality tests.
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A yellow line, which is printed on each brake hose, makes our product stand out.
“The brake hose with a yellow line”

that is how many customers call our product. The introduction of this line aims at a proper assembly.
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For this reason, we recommend you purchase

products from brake hose suppliers.

NORFLEX manufactures the whole end-!tting set. Since 2003, the company uses 

a new technology called cold forming which leads to no loss of materials- as 

opposed to drilling- when it comes to end-!ttings production.

In the past, brass end-!ttings were used which meant a 60%-loss of materials. 

This new technology reduces material losses. Cost-e"ectively manufacturing 

means that NORFLEX’s production has increased sixfold at no extra costs.

The next picture depicts raw materials chosen to produce the same piece as a result 

of actual technology as opposed to the prior method.

Toyoda became the !rst company to use this technology on behalf of the company 

Toyota and most of European manufacturers have adopted this method so far.

This NORFLEX’s know-how makes competitive advantage possible to export brake 

hose products at an international price.

The plant is comprised of CNC milling machines, CNC multi-spindle drilling 

machines and traditional drilling machines. This o"ers both constant high quality 

and production. Our production capacity enables us to produce 4,200 end-

!ttings per hour resulting in an increase in stock to timely and quickly deliver our 

products.

This means the guarantee NORFLEX o"ers to their customers: Quality and Produc-

tion translated into A COMPETITIVE PROCESS. If you are a part distributor who 

wants further information about our company, please do not hesitate to request 

information. We will pleased to answer to any question.


